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Abstract: The increasing necessity of challenging wellbore structures and drilling optimization for
improved hole cuttings cleaning has been growing along time. As a result, operator companies
have been researching and applying different hole cleaning techniques. Some of these are applied
as traditional rules of thumb but are not always suitable for the new and up-coming challenges.
This may result in inefficient hole cleaning, non-productive times, pipe stocking and low rate of
penetration (ROP), among other problems. Here are presented some results and improvements for
hole cleaning optimization obtained by the different research groups. The different authors mainly
focus on specific cuttings transport parameters and sometimes combination of some of them. For this
reason, there has not been a study that takes into account all of the different factors at the same time to
accurately predict the cuttings bed height, formation and erosion, critical fluid velocity and properties
and other key parameters. Consequently, there is a lack of understanding about the relation between
different factors, such as the cohesiveness of the drilled cuttings with the different interstitial drilling
fluids within the cuttings-bed. This relation can be analyzed establishing a wet-granular approach to
obtain more efficient cuttings transport mechanism in challenging conditions.
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Drilled cuttings are rock debris formed by the drill-bit shearing torque against the
rock formation or by applying a crushing force acting vertically in the wellbore during
drilling operations. These produced drilled cuttings must be transported out of the well
by circulating drilling fluids from surface to the bottom-hole through the drill pipe and
then from the bottom-hole to the surface through the annulus. Poor hole cuttings cleaning
generates operational risks, such as increased filter cake thickness, pipe sticking, hole
pack-off, higher drag and torque, low rate of penetration (ROP), or high annular circulating
pressure [1]. All these problematics are provoking non-productive time and elevated operational costs. Additionally, difficulties in other operations such as casing running, cementing
and wireline logging operations might also increase [2]. For this reason, understanding of
hole cleaning efficiency is of utmost importance to successfully tailor high-performance
drilling fluids to effectively lift and carry out the cuttings in accordance with the conditions
during drilling and thereby lower the non-productive time.
Cuttings transport in vertical, deviated and horizontal wells have been studied since
early 1980’s. While drilling a vertical well, the hole cleaning process is easier and does not
represent complex challenges due to the small area for cuttings accumulation and the fact
that the drilling fluid flows in opposite direction to gravity. Hence, cuttings transportation
can be controlled by high viscosity and ensuring good gel formation [3].
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During directional drilling, effective drilling cuttings removal becomes more challenging. Due to the presence of large areas for cuttings accumulation and bed developing at the
non-vertical sections, the solutions for vertical wells are not completely suitable for larger
wellbore inclination angles. As directional and long horizontal sections in the exploration
and development wells in the oil and gas industry are increasing, due to higher drainage
areas, researchers are being forced to pay more attention to cuttings transport and hole
cleaning. These subjects are been recognized as the most common problem in the deviated
and horizontal sections of wells since directional drilling started [1].
Despite many years of research, both at academic and industrial level, effective hole
cleaning still represents a major problematic issue in most highly deviated and horizontal
wells [4]. Therefore, implementation of a combination of optimum drilling fluids designs,
drilling program and fluid flow rate for directional drilling is a real challenge.
Hole cleaning is known to be different in cases of using oil-based or water-based
drilling fluids [5]. The industry perception is that hole cleaning is easier with oil-based
drilling fluid than with water-based [6]. This may be a result of different cuttings bed
properties [5] or presence of normal stress differences working onto the bed because of the
viscoelastic properties of water-based drilling fluids [7].
The purpose of the current paper is to describe the key factors that influence the
drilling cuttings transportation and removal for improved hole cleaning efficiency. Some of
these key factors are the cuttings settling velocity, the cuttings-bed formation and erosion.
A connection to formation and handling of wet granular media is established. Due to its
importance to proficiently address technically the operational challenges regarding cuttings
removal and cleaning efficiency.
2. Key Factors in Drill Cuttings Transport
The key factors acknowledged to have an impact on cuttings removal, can be divided in three main groups [8]: (i) Operational factors, such as hole inclination, annulareccentricity, drill-pipe rotation and fluid flow rate; (ii) drilling fluid parameters, such as
rheological parameters, density and composition, and (iii) cuttings parameters, such as
size, shape and type. Regardless of the understanding of the effect of these several factors,
only a few of them can be effectively controlled during drilling for hole cleaning purposes.
These three groups will be described, including the different approaches that have been
given by different research groups.
2.1. Operational Factors
The operational factor group comprehends the factors associated with the drilling operation. Some of these can be controlled to achieve the required hole cleaning performance,
but others should be left undisturbed as they are specific parameters of other drilling
challenges. The following effects which fall under this category have been studied by
several authors [9]; hole inclination, annular-eccentricity, drill-pipe rotation [10] and fluid
flow rate and ROP.
In deviated wells, inclination can vary from vertical, to small angle changes, to horizontal. Hole inclination is a factor that cannot be modified to improve hole cleaning
efficiency during drilling, as it is decided during the well-planning, according to the reservoir lithology and the desired trajectory. Similarly to the Boycott settling phenomena
described in 1920 [11], which showed that blood corpuscles settle faster in inclined test
tubes than in vertical ones; the drilled cuttings tend to settle faster in inclined trajectories.
Among the different researchers, the common results showed that between 45◦ and 60◦ is
the most critical angle for cuttings lifting and transport [12–16]. Nevertheless, the critical
angle can swift between 60◦ and 90◦ depending on the drilling fluid type, flow rate [17]
and the drill-pipe rotation and practical setup, as well as the conditions used for research.
Annular-eccentricity is a very difficult parameter to control, as it is the result of the
hole inclination, drill-pipe movement and weight on bit. When eccentricity is non-zero, or
the standoff is less than unity, the drill-pipe is close to the hole wall, creating two different
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paths, a wider path with no drill-pipe and a more restrict path where the drill-pipe is
located. In this narrow part of the annulus, the fluid flow velocity is low, triggering the
cuttings-bed buildup depending on the pipe rotation [1]. Thus, eccentricity is making pipe
rotation a significant factor for hole cleaning [18]. In the case of no pipe rotation, the fluid
flow on the restricted narrow path is not sufficient to prevent bed formation nor to provoke
cuttings movement. On the other hand, when pipe rotation is applied, the cuttings-bed
is broken due to either Taylor forces created by the flow caused by the pipe movement
or simply by direct friction forces, and the drilled cuttings will be effectively lifted to the
wider path [19] where the rapid fluid flow will carry them further. This may prevent bed
formation and improve hole cleaning efficiency [20]. Thus hole cleaning efficiency relies on
non-controllable annular eccentricities to remove cuttings or prevent bed formation [3].
Drill-pipe rotation is a factor that cannot generally be modified as it is needed to control
cuttings removal. During drilling, rotation is not always possible to adjust according to
single parameters as it depends on many factors during the drilling process, including
lithology, trajectory and desired ROP. The overall findings conclude that pipe rotation
significantly enhances hole cleaning efficiency, being responsible for the greatest effect
of hole cleaning when small cuttings are present [8,14,21–23]. Rotational speed enhances
hole cleaning efficiency largely up to certain range, although at higher rotations typically
above 100 RPM in laboratory cases, there is not much contribution to hole cleaning, as hole
cleaning often is close to 100% [24,25].
When no rotation is present, it is very important to carefully chose the type of drilling
fluid, to overcome the lack of mechanic aid to remove cuttings. As has been described by
Sayindla et al. [6], oil-based drilling fluids provide better hole cleaning properties than
water-based fluids when they have similar rheological responses, as per API specifications [26].
Fluid flow rate and fluid rheological parameters are parameters that largely influence
cuttings transport and are relatively easy to control during drilling operations. The fluid
flow rate can facilitate hole cleaning process depending on the inclination and type of
flow. In horizontal and near horizontal wells the use of turbulent flows is recommendable
as the shear stress that is applied to the cuttings-bed is higher [3]. For vertical and near
vertical wells, as the cuttings fall opposite to the flow direction, it is recommended to work
with laminar flows [27], to prevent particles to move downwards so easily. As horizontal
wells normally also have a vertical section, this shows one of the difficulties in maintaining
overall good hole cleaning.
Modifying the drilling fluid flow at any rate may not be sufficient to satisfactorily
disturb the deposited cuttings-bed. It is of utmost importance to reach, and if possible,
exceed a critical flow rate and shear stress threshold for bed erosion [4,28]. Sometimes it is
not possible to reach the ideally high flow rates due to borehole instability problems and
limited surface equipment capabilities. Martins [29] developed correlations to determine
the critical shear stress required to remove cuttings, by using a complex dimensionless
friction factor that depends on the Reynolds number, the fluid behavior index and the
particle diameter ratio.
The flow regime was shown to have an impact on cuttings transport, it has been
demonstrated that at angles from 0◦ to 45◦ , it is preferable to have a laminar flow and at
angles near to horizontal it is preferable to have turbulent flows [30]. The flow regime
can be calculated using the Reynolds number defined by Founargiotakis [31] shown in
Equation (3) for a Hershel-Bulkley fluid in a concentric annulus. Guillot [32] noted that
there is not a single transition flow point, but a transition region, which is defined by the
following equations:

Re1 = 3250 − 1150 n0
(1)

0
Re2 = 4150 − 1150 n
(2)
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where Re1 denotes the Reynolds number at beginning of the transition region and Re2
denotes the Reynolds number at the end of the region, K0 is the local consistency index and
n0 being the local flow index when describing the flow with a power-law fluid.
0

Re =

ρV 2−n (d2 − d1 )n

0

(3)

0

K0 (12)n −1

The fluid flow rate can be expressed in terms of shear rate for a laminar flow in a
concentric annulus with drill string rotation according to the narrow slot approximation
described by Saasen [33] This is represented in Equation (4):
.

"

γ=

12U 2n0 + 1
(do − di ) 3n0

2



+

ωdi
(do − di )

2 #1/2
(4)

where; do is the open hole diameter and di is the diameter of the drill pipe. The flow
type as described above is dependent on some rheological values that are specific for each
fluid, such as, the local flow index or curvature exponent (n0 ) at a specific angular velocity
(ω) and bulk axial velocity (U), thus the drilling fluid parameters need to be taken into
consideration.
In addition to a flow type according to the Reynolds number, as drill-pipe rotation is
normally present, it is important to consider the inertial forces due to rotation and viscous
forces, better known as Taylor number (Ta). The Taylor number is described in Equation (5).
When axial motion is present full turbulence is expected in a well when Taylor number
exceeds 2 × 106 [34].


ω 2 d4i ρ2 λ2
1−λ 4
Ta =
(5)
λ
4η 2 1 − λ2
where λ is the corresponding diameter ratio between the inner and outer cylinder, or drill
pipe and hole diameters, (di /do ).
Another operational factor that should be taken into account and optimized during
the drilling plan is the rate of penetration (ROP). It is beneficial to drill near the optimal
ROP or below, as it has been shown [35] that when drilling at elevated ROP the effective
hole cleaning capabilities can be exceeded. Several side-effects could then occur. Cleaning
efficiency problems may originate from this; one of them is the size of the cuttings and
cavings. This can give larger particles, as the contact time with the drill-bit is not enough
to shape it down. Cuttings accumulation can then become higher and lead to increased
equivalent circulating density (ECD). As consequence of increased ECD it can be necessary
to reduce flow rates that eventually may cause faster cuttings accumulation.
2.2. Drilling Fluid Parameters
Drilling fluids are used in the oil and gas industry for every drilling operation. Such
fluids have many functions. These includes balance pressure in the wellbore, control
formation pressures, lubricate and cool down the drill-bit and finally carry out drilling
cuttings and suspend them while drilling is paused [36]. To achieve these challenges
several fluid properties must be considered, such as rheological parameters, density and
chemical composition.
The drilling industry uses long-established standard procedures for characterizing the
fluidity and viscosity of drilling fluids. The Marsh funnel measurement system [37] was
established already in 1931, providing a simple, reliable and repeatable measure of fluid
viscosity. The Marsh funnel design is still utilized on drilling rigs for simple continuous
monitoring of drilling fluid rheology, enabling immediate adjustment of fluid composition.
However, the funnel viscosity is merely a measure of elongational viscosities than shear
dependent viscosities. For more complex rheological characterization of drilling fluids,
API-13B recommended practice has been established based on the Bingham model [38],
designating a strain-invariant yield stress threshold and concomitant plastic viscosity term.
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In practice, Bingham parameters are derived from torque measurements obtained at 300
rpm and 600 rpm in a rotational model 35 viscometer. In the last decades, it has been
recognized that use of this model may introduce large errors [39].
The non-linear Herschel-Bulkley model was incorporated into industrial calculations
for drilling fluid rheology, to describe the fluid’s flow curve with reasonable accuracy,
encompassing the shear deformation spectrum ranging from 5.11 s−1 to 1022 s−1 , obtaining
a dynamic yield stress by extrapolation. In addition, there are more advanced rheological
models which also incorporate thixotropic effects [40].
In the Herschel-Bulkley model the shear stress σ, is related to a dynamic yield stress
.
(σy ), a consistency factor (K), the curvature exponent (n), and the shear rate (y) (velocity
gradient) as described in the constitutive Equation (6):
.n

σ = σy + Ky

(6)

Although this is a more accurate model over a large range of shear rates, its parameters
K and n alone should not be used for direct comparison, but instead the complete flow
curve [41,42].
Understanding of the fluid rheological behavior is very important as this might
affect the cuttings slip velocity in horizontal, deviated or vertical configurations. It has
been demonstrated [43–45] that high viscosities tend to improve the cleaning efficiency in
vertical and near-to vertical wells. Here the cuttings movement is almost against to the flow
direction. The cuttings sedimentation tends to undergo retardation due to high viscosity
when circulation is paused. When flow is resumed the particles are transported out by
flow rate [46]. In highly deviated or horizontal wells, there is less or no benefit of having
high viscosity as the increased viscosity reduces greatly the slipping rate, in absence of
drill string rotation. Therefore, it is recommendable to use low viscosity fluids, in addition
to relatively high flow rates, at highly deviated and horizontal wells to induce non-laminar
or turbulent annular flow.
A study of oil-based drilling fluids with similar densities, all constructed for highly
deviated drilling, was performed by Ytrehus et al. [47]. The study demonstrates cuttings
transport efficiency as function of ECD at various inclinations. Bizhani and Kuru [7]
showed that the lift forces are much smaller than the drag forces, which helps to explain
the reason why it is harder to remove cuttings which have already been embedded in a
cuttings-bed. Adari et al. [3] supported this through studying how the cuttings bed height
is lower when n/K ratios are higher.
Not only fluid flow behavior and viscosity influence cleaning efficiency, but also
its yield stress and thixotropy [48–50] will increase or impede cuttings suspension and
transport efficiency out of the well. The drilling fluid yield stress value affects greatly the
cuttings deposition velocity, thus preventing the cuttings particles to settle down forming a
bed.
The composition of drilling fluid is another factor that is being studied, as it is not
fully understood the reasons why oil-based fluids (OBM) and water-based fluids (WBM)
behave differently in terms of cuttings transport and cleaning efficiency, even when the
viscosity profiles and densities are similar [5,35,51]. This is an important matter briefly
discussed by [6], but not explained properly. Nevertheless, it is considered as good industry
practice, and it has been shown, that OBM have superior hole cleaning performance in
highly deviated and horizontal well configurations. For cases of high drill-pipe rotation
rates the differences in hole cleaning efficiency between the results of using WBM or OBM
are less than without rotation [6].
2.3. Cuttings Parameters
The dynamic behavior of the drilling cuttings in the flowing media is governed by
the size, specific gravity, shape and weight; the specific gravity of the vast majority of the
drilled formations is on average 2.6. The cuttings can be assumed as known, but the size,
shape and weight of the cuttings depend on several factors, such as lithology, drill-bit type,
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weight on bit, regrinding by the bottom-hole-assembly, rate of penetration, among others.
This makes it impossible to assume average or uniform size and shape of the drilling
cuttings [45].
During actual drilling operations the drilled cuttings from different sections have been
measured to vary from more than 8 mm down to less than 0.045 mm [52]. The particle
size distribution does not have a constant tendency across the different hole diameters or
lithology. The only parameter that can be controlled is the cuttings concentration in the
wellbore as calculated in terms of ROP. Field thumb rule states that if more cuttings are
produced, higher flow rate should be applied to prevent cuttings-bed formation.
The size and shape of the cuttings have complicated effects on the hole cleaning
efficiency [53]. In general, the quantity of smaller particles is higher than larger particles in
highly deviated wellbores, between 70–90◦ , on the contrary the number of larger particles
in wellbores between 0–60◦ is higher than smaller particles. Consequently, several authors
have studied the cutting size importance. In Table 1, it is possible to observe the evolving
studies across time.
Table 1. Cuttings size study development along time.
Authors

Particle Size

Conclusions

Peden et al. [13] 1990

1.7–2.0 mm
2.8–3.5 mm

Martins et al. [54] 1996

2.1 mm and 4.2 mm

Sanchez et al. [22] 1999

2.5 mm and 6.3 mm

Walker and Li [27] 2000

0.5–7mm

Duan et al. [21] 2008

0.45, 1.4 and 3.3 mm

Zhu et al. [55] 2019

1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mm

Hirpa et al. [56] 2020

149–841 µm

Cleaning efficiency is higher for small cuttings when using low viscosity fluids at any angle,
and for larger particles, high viscosity fluids show better results between 0–50◦
Cuttings bed with larger particles are more difficult to erode using water viscosified by
xanthan gum as the fluid.
Inclination does not modify cuttings size behavior for hole cleaning efficiency.
Smaller particles are easier to remove. The most difficult particles to remove are spherical
particles with average size of 0.76 mm.
Smaller particles are easier to remove when using viscosified fluids, in comparison to pure
water where smaller particles are more difficult to remove.
Small cuttings reduce the bed height and show higher transport speed
With water as the displacement fluid, when particle size increases the critical flow rate
required to initiate particles movement in the bed also increases.

As an evolving knowledge, cutting size has complicated effects, and depends on other
parameters, such as the fluid type used, the viscosity of the same, well inclination, and
fluid velocity, nevertheless, all authors seem to agree that when using water based drilling
fluid, particles with size less than 0.8mm are easier to remove.
3. Cuttings Settling Velocity and Erosion
To obtain a better understanding on the cleaning efficiency it is important to understand the cuttings-bed build-up process, which is mainly focused on the cuttings settling or
slip velocity, which is the velocity at which the cuttings particles precipitate due to gravity
forces, along the cross-sectional area of the wellbore. Several authors [3,4,57–59] have
studied this process, concluding that the critical flow velocity is the minimal fluid velocity
needed to overcome gravitational, contact and bonding forces. This minimal velocity must
still maintain a continuously upward movement of all cuttings in the annulus during
drilling operations. To maintain this critical flow velocity during drilling operations is
highly difficult, making it important to accurately calculate the settling velocity [60]. Then
it may be possible to estimate the cuttings concentration profile and control the pressure
downhole. Along time, several authors have developed correlations to describe the settling
behavior, although a completely accurate equation has not yet been developed, because
many factors are known to affect the settling velocity, such as cuttings shape, size and
density, drilling fluid rheological parameters, density and velocity, wellbore inclination
and pipe rotation.
The most common approaches to correlate settling velocity began with Concha and
Almendra in 1979 [61] by calculating the drag coefficient in a specific drilling fluid [62].
Later a more complex two-layer model [63] and three-layer model [64] model were developed, and have been evolved along the time. In 1996 a set of correlations was developed
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to predict more accurately the interfacial friction factor for highly inclined wellbores [29].
A study based on drilling fluid’s yield stress response from the stress overshoot test, was
used to improve the settling velocity prediction in 2015 [60]. In 2018 [7] lift and drag
forces were analyzed. The study showed that drag forces in particle transport phenomena
dominated over lift forces. Therefore, it is advisable to focus on the bed shear stress to
describe bed-erosion. A very good review of the layer models and their variations is held
by Kelessidis and Bandelis [65].
In the two-layer model, exists one layer of solid materials, which is the moving
cuttings bed, and another of flowing fluid, which contains suspended solids, the governing equations [65] are divided into balance equations (for solids Equation (7), for
liquids Equation (8), for mean concentration of solids in liquid Equation (9)), momentum
equations (for solids Equation (10), for liquids Equation (11)) and finally closure equations
as presented below:
Us As Cs + UB AB CB = UM AM CM
(7)
Us As (1 − Cs ) + UB AB (1 − CB ) = UM AM (1 − CM )

C 
Cs = B d2o ∗ Io − d2i ∗ Ii
2As
As

dp
= −σs Ss − σi Si
dz

(8)
(9)
(10)

dp
= −FB − τB SB + σi Si
(11)
dz
where Us is the mean velocity of the suspension, UB is the mean velocity of the bed and
UM is the mean velocity of the mixture. As is the cross-sectional area occupied by the
suspension layer, AB is the cross-sectional area occupied by the bed layer and AM is the
cross-sectional area of the annulus. Cs is the mean concentration of solid in the suspension
layer, CB is the mean concentration of solid in the bed layer and CM is the mean feed
concentration.
There are 5 unknowns and 5 equations, but to solve them it is necessary to have closure
relationships for the shear stress (σ), the friction force (F), the particle-settling velocity (up )
and the dispersion coefficient of the solids (D), which are fully described by Kelessidis and
Bandelis [65].
In the three-layer model, the lower layer represents the cuttings-bed, the middle one
is a dispersed layer in which particles concentration varies, and a final layer of a flowing
fluid, momentum equations are used for each layer and several closure relationships which
need to be solved simultaneously, thus computer software is fundamental to perform the
calculations. The governing equations for this model are:
AB

Us As Cs + UmB AmB CmB = UM AM CM

(12)

Us As (1 − Cs ) + UmB AmB (1 − CmB ) = UM AM (1 − CM )

(13)

where UmB is is the moving bed velocity, AmB is the cross-sectional area of the moving bed
and CmB is the mean concentration of solids in moving bed.
These two equations, (12) and (13) correspond to the mass balances for the solid
and for the liquid respectively, the momentum equations, describe the suspended layer
in Equation (14), the moving bed layer in Equation (15) and the stationary bed layer in
Equation (16).
dp
As
= −σs Ss − σsmB SsmB
(14)
dz
dp
AmB
= −FmBsB − FmB − σmBsB SmBsB − σmB SmB + σsmB SsmB
(15)
dz
dp
AsB
+ FmBsB + σmBsB SmBsB ≤ FsB
(16)
dz
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where σs is the suspension shear stress, σsmB is the suspension/moving bed shear stress,
σmBsB is the moving bed/stationary bed shear stress, σmB is the moving bed shear stress. Ss
is the wetted perimeter of the bed, SsmB is the wetted perimeter between suspension and
moving bed, SmBsB is the wetted perimeter between moving bed and stationary bed. FmBsB
is the friction force between the moving bed and the stationary bed, FmB is the friction force
between the moving bed and the wall, FsB is the friction force between the stationary bed
and the wall.
Similarly, to the two-layer model, it is necessary to use closure relationships to solve
the unknowns, which include stresses, friction forces and diffusion, but also some authors
use the turbulent-boundary-layer theory [64–66].
Effective erosion of the cuttings-bed has major influence on the cleaning efficiency, it
has been demonstrated that loose and porous cuttings-beds are easier to clean as single
cuttings particles can move freely into the bed, on the other hand, well consolidated
cuttings-bed are more complex to clean as the cuttings particles are embedded into the bed
and there are not loose particles to move [51]. It has been shown [21,27,55] that to disturb
the cuttings at rest and erode the cuttings bed, it is necessary to reach the critical velocity,
and it was discussed, that smaller cuttings particles are easier to erode from the cuttings
bed.
Understanding of the acting forces on a cutting particle’s motion is important in the
analysis of bed erosion and hole cleaning efficiency. The interaction between the drilled
cuttings particles and the drilling fluids play an important role to analyze the acting forces
to start the motion of a particle in the cuttings bed that tends to settle down and remain
embedded due to stabilization forces such as gravity, buoyancy and plasticity.
When the drilling fluid flows over a cuttings bed, different forces act to remove
cuttings particles from the cuttings bed [67–69], such as:
Net weight force;

π 
Fb = d3p ρs − ρf g
(17)
6
Hydrodynamic drag force;
Fd =

π
CD ρf U2 d2p
8

(18)

Adhesion-cohesion force;
Fac = C1 dp

(19)

Fc = πC2 ρf U2 r+3

(20)

Updraft under a burst force;

where these last two are addressed by other authors as:
Plastic force;
π
Fp = d2p σy
(21)
4
Lift force;
π
Fl = d2p CL ρf U2
(22)
8
where dp is the particle diameter, CD is the drag coefficient, U is the bulk axial velocity, C1
is the adhesion coefficient, C2 is the updraft under a burst coefficient.
Some of these forces are more dominant than others depending on the particle size.
In the case of large particles (above 200 µm) the dominant forces are net weight and
hydrodynamic drag. In the intermediate particle range (30–200 µm) the dominant forces
are updraft under a burst and net weight. For the smaller particles (below 30 µm) adhesioncohesion and updraft under a burst forces are the dominant ones [68].
Taking into account the acting forces previously described, the two main transport
phenomena that provoke cuttings-bed erosion by initiating particles movement are lifting
or saltation and dragging or rolling, where lifting is the phenomena that occurs when
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flow velocity is higher than critical velocity to lift cuttings particles up, but not sufficient
to hold these particles into suspension. Lifting was shown to have more importance
at low deviation angles and dragging is the dominant force on high inclinations and
horizontal wells. These phenomena have been discussed by several authors [57,58,70,71],
and Ramadan et al. [69], summarizes and describes the importance of these mechanisms
for deviated wells, focusing on their critical velocity, assuming that the cuttings are formed
by spherical particles of uniform size, no flow fluctuation and uniform bed thickness.
Equation (23) describes the critical velocity to lift a particle from the surface of the bed,
which depends on the drilling fluid yield stress (σy ), drilling fluid density(ρf ), the fluid to
solid density ratio (s), lifting coefficient (CL ), mean particle diameter (dp ), and inclination
angle (α):
!0.5
2σy
4dp sinα(s − 1)g
(23)
uL =
+
CL ρf
3CL
Equation (24) describes drag critical velocity, which is the minimum velocity required
to initiate particle movement by rolling in a thin layer along the cuttings-bed, the drag critical velocity depends on some parameters equal to the lifting critical velocity, nevertheless,
in the drag it should be taken into account the angle at rest (ϕ), drag coefficient (CD ) and
the drag ratio (DR ); usually the two critical velocities are different, thus the lower value
must be considered as the critical value that dominates the transport phenomena:

uR =

6σy cos O + 4dp g(s − 1) sin(O + α)
3(DR CD sinO + CL cos O)

0.5
(24)

With these equations and the experimental data, it was concluded that lifting phenomena is stronger at low angle of inclination and it reduces its force as the wellbore
inclination increases, in the same way dragging gets more important at both intermediate
and high deviated angles. Although it is important to note, that these model does not fit
very well for vertical or near vertical wells, for those cases it is recommended to use the
Kelvin–Helmholtz stability model.
As the most challenging cases for drilling cuttings transport are at highly deviated
and horizontal wells, it would be very advantageous to perform experiments and studies
that focus on studying the cohesion mechanism of the cutting particles, according to the
different types of drilling fluid. It has been discussed that even while having similar
rheological properties and densities, the OBM and WBM behave differently, this could be
due to OBM are polymer-free fluids, meanwhile WBM are composed of several long-chain
polymers, thus these chains can generate bonding forces to the embedded cuttings, forming
more consolidated bed [5].
To study the internal cohesiveness of the cuttings bed, it is necessary to understand the
bonding forces between particles submerged in an interstitial fluid. Some authors are considering the development of granular and wet-granular rheological characterization [72–75]
of the beds. This could help understanding the governing principle of cuttings dragging in
a cuttings-bed. This approach has not yet been applied to drilled cuttings wetted by a real
drilling fluid. However, this theory can give an understanding on how the different drilling
fluids and cutting types can influence the drilling cuttings transport phenomena and, thus,
hole cleaning in general. Wet-granular rheology identifies the cohesion and internal friction
between particles in a dense particle agglomeration. This understanding should help to
quantify the necessary dragging force in terms of interfacial forces between the cutting-bed
particles. Hopefully, such analysis will explain whether usage of a water-based or oil-based
drilling fluid should generate higher particle cohesion, when the fluids are having similar
viscous properties.
4. Conclusions and Recommendations
Different approaches and studies on specific conditions by different research groups
have been reviewed in this article. The focus has been on the main factors that influence
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the drilling cuttings transport phenomena, including operational factors, drilling fluid
parameters and cuttings parameters.
An evolution of the hole cleaning concepts, and more realistic experimental setups and
experiments is shown. Most authors experienced the same results, such as the most critical
angle of well inclination for cuttings transport being 60◦ , although some got different
results and the critical angle can vary within a range from 45◦ to 90◦ . One parameter which
the different authors have been obtaining different results is the efficiency according the
type of drilling fluid, making unclear which type of drilling fluid is more recommendable
to improve the hole cleaning efficiency. The reason for different results could be because of
testing the same parameters but at different conditions affecting the overall results.
The main results state:
-

Opposite to what is recommended in vertical wells, high drilling fluid viscosities are
not recommended for highly deviated wells.
There are three main factors that affect the cuttings removal, which are the operational
parameters, the fluid properties and the cuttings properties.
The most critical inclination angle for cuttings cleaning has been found to occur
between 45◦ and 60◦ .
Annular eccentricity is a very difficult parameter to control in the wellbore, so hole
cleaning shall not rely on an efficient control of this parameter.
ROP should be increased at the maximum possible but ensuring not to exceed the
point where the efficiency level of hole cleaning cannot be reached.
Use of oil-based and water-based drilling fluids are found to provide different degree
of hole cleaning even if their viscous properties are similar.

Hole cleaning cannot be predicted by a single parameter or factor by itself, it must
be linked with all the different factors present at each specific drilling condition as some
properties can have contradictory results depending on other fluids, cuttings or operational
factors.
In horizontal and highly inclined wellbores, the main forces that lead the bed-erosion,
thus are the dominating forces for cuttings-transport are drag forces, while for near to
vertical wellbores are the lifting or saltation forces.
It is important to develop accurate predictive correlations for water-based and oilbased drilling fluids dragging forces. To be able to tailor the drilling fluid for each wellbore
section, this can be done through using wet-granular rheology to determine the cohesive
forces in cuttings beds for each type of drilling fluid as an interstitial fluid.
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